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“I love birds”
-

Luke Knutson, EnACT Co-Chair

Introduction
In this module, students will research about different philosophers and their beliefs. They
will understand how their beliefs differ and how they can apply them to real world situations.
Along with the political philosophers, the students will learn about up-to-date current affairs, and
try to make connections with previous lessons taught throughout the entirety of LEAD, CORE and
EnACT. Since this is a closing module, heavy emphasis will be added on skills and topics that were
utilized during SLX. The lesson will be updated soon before the date of the module for the most
relevant and recent connections to current political affairs.

Objectives
1.

Students will be able to differentiate between six different philosophers and their
respective philosophies
2. Students will be able to understand and connect a variety of philosophies.
3. Students will be able to respectfully discuss current events from both domestic and
international sources.

Agenda
1.

Match the Political Theory
a. Locke
b. Rousseau
c. Smith
d. Marx
e. Rand
f. Rawls
2. Compare and Contrast philosophy
3. Current Affairs Discussion
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Topics
6 Political Philosophies
Resources:
1. Source 1
a. http://www.crf-usa.org/bill-of-rights-in-action/bria-20-2-c-hobbes-locke-mo
ntesquieu-and-rousseau-on-government.html
i.
Locke and Rousseau
2. Source 2
a. https://www.khanacademy.org/partner-content/big-history-project/accelerati
on/changing-economies/a/smith-marx-and-keynes
i.
Smith and Marx
3. Source 3
a. https://www.iep.utm.edu/rand/
b. https://www.iep.utm.edu/rawls/
i.
Rand and Rawls
CORE Crash Course (CCC):
Locke and Rousseau formulated the greatest political theory ever influence the US
Constitution. Rousseau’s viewpoint of democracy has been influential to governments
worldwide. Smith and Marx are two contrasting worldviews that have created much argument
and disagreements within many communities. Capitalism constitutes the main economic
system of the Western world, while Communism offers the direct antagonist to it. Rand offers
an elaboration of laissez-faire, setting up founding beliefs of libertarianism. Rawls sets up the
“Justice as Fairness” theory by utilizing the social contract.

Design a Political Spectrum
Resources:
1. Use same resources as above
CORE Crash Course (CCC):
This topic is an opportunity to utilize the resources and knowledge gained from the
activity above to draft a political spectrum. Students can feel free to delve deeper into
political theories by researching other philosophers (Robespierre, Hume, Hegel, Fichte).
This political spectrum should not be limited to just “left (liberal)” and “right
(conservative)”. It can be defined by the level of radicality, individuality, and
communality. Students should be prepared to justify their political spectrum.

Current Events
Resources:
4. Source 1
a. http://www.bbc.com/
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5. Source 2
a. https://www.npr.org/
6. Source 3
a. http://www.foxnews.com/
CORE Crash Course (CCC):
This topic is an opportunity to go at full length in discussing political currents having
learned the different intricacies of political nuance. This section of the module would
require work beforehand from the facilitators since it works best for the discussion
topics to be as current as they can be. This portion should be more loose of a
discussion since it is more likely for students to be engaged with relevant topics.

Supplemental Content
Topic 1
Resources:
1. APA Source 1 t
a. Briefly state the information that Source 1 contributes to this topic. (FIND
MULTIPLE SOURCES)
2. APA Source 2
a. Feel free to highlight the most relevant portions of your source with page or
paragraph numbers.
CORE Crash Course (CCC):
Choose an appropriate format, but a paragraph will work splendidly for most topics.
This section should detail the content in a succinct but informative enough that
facilitators can read it and be able to explain the topic in a pinch. Limit this document
to two pages (including this one!) to maintain accessibility.

References (use as bibliography)
1.

Put a name of your source here in APA FORMAT
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a. Briefly explain your source here. Make sure it’s enough to make other facilitators
understand its relevance, but stay concise!
b. Put a link to your source here. Feel free to include sources that you didn’t explicitly
cite in the Directions section of activities.
c. Remember to have a parenthetical citation (Lastname page #) in activities where
they belong.
2. Keep adding sources as you write modules
a. Refer to elective template - bibliography.
3.

Anderson, L. W., & Krathwohl, D. R. (2001). A taxonomy for learning, teaching, and
assessing, Abridged Edition. Boston, MA: Allyn and Bacon.
(http://www.apu.edu/live_data/files/333/blooms_taxonomy_action_verbs.pdf)
a. Provides a list of action verbs that can be used when writing objectives.
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